Vitamin and essential trace element recommendations during intravenous nutrition: theory and practice
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The main objectives in provision of essential micronutrients, whether organic (vitamins) or inorganic (trace elements) are to ensure optimal utilization of the major dietary constituents and hence obtain optimal tissue function. This view is idealistic and, though admirable in theory, is far from attainable in practice, mainly due to the lack of suitable methods of assessing tissue function. Difficult though this may be in patients receiving a normal oral diet, there are special problems in the patient fed intravenously which further complicate the situation.

Vitamin and trace element provision during intravenous nutrition (IVN): theory

One method of meeting the requirements for micronutrients during IVN would, in theory, be to provide the individual micronutrients intravenously, in the same amount and chemical form as would be absorbed into the portal vein from the intestinal tract, from an adequate oral diet. There are obvious difficulties with this.

Which micronutrients to provide? The first problem is which of the micronutrients present in an adequate oral diet should be provided intravenously. Such an oral diet will contain not only those nutrients definitely known to be essential in man (all the vitamins plus the trace elements zinc, iron, copper, iodine, manganese, molybdenum, cobalt, selenium, chromium), but also those which are essential in animals but not yet proven to be essential in man (tin, arsenic, nickel, silicon, vanadium). Moreover, fluoride occupies a rather special situation, in that it may not be essential in ‘classical’ terms, but is nonetheless beneficial for long-term health. Because of the complexities of provision of IVN, as well as the lack of guidelines, only those essential inorganic and organic micronutrients definitely known to be essential need be considered at present, when planning IVN. If any of the other inorganic micronutrients are indeed essential in man, it is generally assumed that they will be provided in adequate amounts as contaminants of the intravenous preparations, and that specific provision need not be made. By definition, there is no evidence for this at present.

How much of any nutrient is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract? Balance studies have been used for most inorganic nutrients and to a lesser extent for vitamins, to determine the proportion of individual nutrients absorbed. However, this is by no means constant. The overall composition of the diet markedly alters the availability of the nutrients. The amount of dietary fibre affects the proportion of Cu, Zn and Mg absorbed (Drews & Kies, 1979), and Zn absorption from soya-bean products is reduced by phytate (Lonnerdal et al. 1984). Similarly, it has
been known for more than 30 years that B-vitamin absorption from certain vegetables is poor in comparison with their absorption from milk products (Everson et al. 1948). On the other hand, enhanced absorption of certain forms of micronutrients can occur, for example, the organic complex of Cr (Anderson et al. 1980) and haem-Fe are better absorbed than their respective inorganic salts. Even the valency state may be important, since ferrous-Fe is better absorbed than ferric-Fe.

These variations are further confounded by the interactions which may occur between nutrients. Certain elements compete for similar absorption pathways, so that Zn absorption may be inhibited by inorganic Fe (Valberg et al. 1984), whereas a high Zn intake may reduce Cu absorption (Fischer et al. 1984). Ascorbic acid improves Fe absorption, possibly by increasing the amount of Fe2+, but at the same time it reduces absorption of Cu (Solomons & Viteri, 1982).

Apart from the composition of the diet, the amount absorbed may be controlled by the physiological state of the individual. In Fe deficiency, mucosal transport of Fe increases so that a higher proportion is absorbed, and greater quantities of transferrin are synthesized and are present in blood to increase transport of Fe to the bone marrow. This physiological control mechanism is by-passed during intravenous nutrition, and this may be significant both from the point of view of increasing intake when necessary, as well as by protecting the body from excess provision. Recommendations for intravenous use therefore are required to be more accurate than those for enteral use.

All these factors lead to variation in the amount of nutrient absorbed from a particular diet. It is therefore not surprising that for many of the micronutrients, especially trace elements, recommended dietary intakes have not been established. Ranges of amounts considered to be safe and adequate in an oral diet (but not necessarily optimal) have been indicated by the Food and Nutrition Board (1980) of the United States. However, these levels of intake are not particularly helpful in establishing requirements during IVN because of the variability in the proportion absorbed.

**Does intravenous infusion of nutrients alter micronutrient requirements?** Even if clear recommendations could be made for the amount and chemical form of each nutrient absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract, the technology of IVN introduces further variables which alter the amounts of the micronutrients which should be provided. Fat-soluble vitamins may be absorbed onto PVC bags, and a case of vitamin A deficiency has been recorded as a result of this (Howard et al. 1980). Because the solutions are usually infused at room temperature for 24 h, u.v. light may lead to significant degradation of retinol (Allwood, 1982) and riboflavin (Chen et al. 1983). Measures should be taken to minimize such absorption and degradation, possibly by using ethylvinyl acetate (EVA) bags, by covering the bags with u.v. light-impermeable material, or by infusing the vitamins in the fat emulsion.

The current trend is towards infusion of a complete mixture of all nutrients in one single bag. Although technically more simple, this is likely to encourage
chemical interactions between nutrients. For example, trace elements may complex with amino acids or other components, leading to an increased excretion of Zn in the urine (Shenkin et al. 1985). Where the trace elements can interact with vitamins within the one bag, Cu may oxidize ascorbic acid, resulting in rapid loss of vitamin C from the nutritive mixture (Allwood, 1984). This may be of limited practical importance, at least in the short term, since we have found that provision of IVN from such a mixture leads to similar blood concentrations of vitamins and essential elements to those found when interactions are prevented by use of separate infusions of vitamins and trace elements.

A further question, relevant to all the nutrients, is whether continuous 24 h infusion alters metabolic requirements and handling. Intravenous nutrient intake is obviously quite different from oral intake in this respect. There is no information which compares different rates of infusion of micronutrients.

Do patients receiving IVN have different nutritional requirements from normal individuals? Patients who require IVN have a disease process which renders impossible an adequate oral or enteral intake. Some of these patients may have chronic intestinal failure and are sufficiently stable for long-term maintenance IVN to be provided. In such patients, requirements for all nutrients fit the previously described definition regarding absorption from an adequate oral diet.

However, most patients fed intravenously are acutely ill, and many have a catabolic, tissue-wasting disease process, with increased requirements for protein and energy (Kinney et al. 1970). Alternatively, they may have been ill for several days, or weeks, and already be severely depleted. It can be reasoned that such patients should therefore have a higher requirement for micronutrients, both as metabolic cofactors to improve utilization of protein and energy substrates, as well as being chemical components themselves necessary for synthesis and incorporation into new tissues. Various workers have speculated that this increase may range from two times to ten times the basal requirement, especially for vitamins. Some attempts have been made to study trace element requirements in patients with increased losses. Wolman et al. (1979) have measured the greater requirement for Zn in patients with substantial gastrointestinal losses, whereas Shike et al. (1981) found that Cu losses from the gut are usually not large. Studies during correction of depletion or tissue regeneration have not been made and, therefore, accurate recommendations in such situations are not available.

How can optimal requirements be defined? The overriding difficulty in all studies of micronutrient requirements is the lack of suitable markers of tissue status or function. There are many biochemical tests of vitamin and trace element status, but interpretation is often limited. Blood or urine samples usually do not reflect tissue status, although in the stable patient, trends in blood values may offer an indication of the adequacy or otherwise of the level of intake. Balance studies, although helpful, do not indicate whether individual tissues have been maintained or have been adequately repleted with the nutrient under study. Tissue analysis is rarely practicable in man. Enzyme activities, such as erythrocyte or platelet glutathione peroxidase (EC 1.11.1.9; as an index of Se status), or erythrocyte
transketolase (EC 2.2.1.1) activation (for thiamin status) are currently the best type of markers of tissue function but even these do not necessarily reflect differences in body pools or between tissues. Thus virtually all recommendations for intravenous use are based on inadequate experimental information, and for none can it be concluded that provision is 'optimal' in terms of achieving 'optimal tissue function'. New markers of tissue function suitable for use in the ill patient are required.

**Vitamin and essential trace element provision in practice**

Despite this lack of adequate information for determining the amounts of individual nutrients, the practising clinician requires recommendations for levels of supply to enable him to provide IVN as safely and effectively as possible. Many sets of guidelines have appeared in the literature (Shils, 1972; Wretlind, 1972; Jacobson & Wester, 1977; Shenkin & Wretlind, 1978; American Medical Association, 1979a,b; Jeejeebhoy, 1983). These are usually based on the theoretical estimates from knowledge of oral intake, together with the clinical and biochemical response to intravenous provision at different levels.

**Essential trace element provision**

There are two main approaches to essential trace element provision, either to use infusions of individual elements, or to use a mixture of trace elements. The American Medical Association (1979a) Expert Panel recommended that preparations of individual trace elements should be available; specifically recommended were individual preparations of Zn, Cu, Cr and Mn. They pointed out that this allows maximum flexibility so that greater amounts of one element can be provided when necessary, without causing overprovision of the other elements. Although this has theoretical advantages, it is clearly more labour intensive for the pharmacist to make four (or more) separate additions, than to make one addition of a suitable mixture. The question arises as to how often it is necessary to take advantage of the flexibility of the separate infusion system; in other words, to what extent is it possible to standardize infusions with a single mixture?

We have studied the use of a mixture of nine trace elements which provides Zn, Cu, Fe, Mn, Cr, Se, Mo, F and I (Shenkin et al. 1985) (Table 1). The levels of different elements were chosen in an attempt to meet the basal or moderately increased requirements of patients who may be stable, have somewhat increased losses, or have a depletion state requiring correction. Postoperative surgical patients comprise the majority of patients requiring IVN, and this mixture has been found to maintain or correct serum and urine concentrations of most of these elements for such patients. The level of Se provision (30 µg (400 nmol)/d) is adequate to maintain Se status, but not correct a depletion state. Mn requirements in IVN were previously considered to be about 40 µmol/d (Wretlind, 1972) but even 15 µmol/d has been found by us to lead to high serum Mn concentrations. A dose of 5 µmol Mn/d appears adequate to maintain serum Mn in the normal range.
Serum and urine Cr is usually increased in patients receiving IVN. This is probably in part due to the requirement for Cr in the metabolism of glucose, and Cr is therefore mobilized from tissue stores in response to the glucose load during IVN. However, we have also found that serum Cr level relates to the amount of Cr present in the food, often as an accidental contaminant, especially from intravenous amino acid preparations which have Cr levels ranging from 50 nmol/l to more than 1000 nmol/l. The adult requirement for intravenous Cr is probably about 200–400 nmol/d (American Medical Association, 1979a). We have found that serum and urine Cr is higher in patients receiving total parenteral nutrition infusions which are rich in Cr. The essentiality of Cr provision during IVN should therefore be questioned. Our present evidence suggests that it is not essential in short-term IVN, but in patients receiving home IVN with preparations low in Cr, supplements may be necessary. In practical terms, a slight excess provision of Cr is probably not harmful, since it is readily excreted in the urine.

A mixture of elements can therefore be used in the majority of patients. Some patients may have a particular requirement for an individual element, e.g. if there is clinical evidence of Zn or Cu deficiency, or if there is biochemical evidence of Se depletion, and in these cases individual element supplements should be given, in addition to the multi-element mixture.

A further area of current interest in which there is relatively little information is the optimal chemical form of the individual elements to be used in intravenous supplements. Sodium selenite has been widely used as a source of Se and it is known to be incorporated into selenoenzymes, and to correct Se deficiency states. However, it is highly reactive chemically, and is liable to reduction by ascorbic acid to elemental Se. The significance of this observation in practice is not known. Selenomethionine is an alternative chemical source of Se which is more effectively retained by the body when given intravenously (Van Rij et al. 1981). However, this may be due to its incorporation into proteins and the Se may not be fully available for use elsewhere. Sodium selenate has recently been suggested as a more suitable form of Se supplement (Levander, 1984). Further study on the chemical form of elements for intravenous use is clearly necessary.

**Vitamin provision**

Vitamin deficiency syndromes during IVN have been reported for virtually all the vitamins. These have always occurred in patients where provision was known to be inadequate. However, with the availability of multi-vitamin mixtures suitable for intravenous use, vitamin status has been improved. The amounts of vitamins present in older versions of such preparations were usually chosen to conform to the recommended daily allowances for oral intake, and although in many cases these were adequate, biochemical correction of vitamin status was not always achieved (Stromberg et al. 1981). More recent recommendations have made an allowance for the special requirement of the ill patient requiring IVN (American Medical Association, 1979b). We have found that the use of the mixture shown in Table 1, which was based on the American Medical Association (1979b)
Table I.  *Recommended daily intakes of micronutrients by enteral and parenteral routes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Micronutrient</th>
<th>Inorganic micronutrients</th>
<th>Organic micronutrients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enteral RDA</td>
<td>Enteral AMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron (µmol)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc (µmol)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>38-92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.5-6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (µmol)</td>
<td>32-48</td>
<td>8-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodine (µmol)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (µmol)</td>
<td>46-91</td>
<td>3-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5-5.0</td>
<td>0.15-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride (µmol)</td>
<td>79-210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5-4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (µmol)</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>0.2-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05-0.2</td>
<td>0.01-0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium (µmol)</td>
<td>0.6-2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.05-0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum (µmol)</td>
<td>1.6-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.15-0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS, recommended but amount not specified.

RDA, recommended dietary allowance (Food and Nutrition Board, 1980)

AMA, American Medical Association (1979a,b) Nutrition Advisory Board.

GRI1 and 2, level of routine supply used for patients receiving intravenous nutrition at Glasgow Royal Infirmary. Solutions prepared by KabiVitrum, Stockholm, Sweden.
nutrient recommendations, leads to normal blood biochemistry in short-term studies (2–4 weeks) of postoperative surgical patients and Shils et al. (1985) have shown that it is also adequate for stable patients receiving long-term IVN. From a practical point of view, these supplements should be given in a fat emulsion, preferably on a daily basis, in order to protect them from u.v. light. It has been recommended that vitamins should not be infused in the same bag as trace elements (Allwood, 1984) although our short-term evidence does not support this conclusion. Longer-term studies of the effects of complete nutritive mixtures on micronutrient status are necessary.

Conclusions

Recommendations for essential trace element and vitamin provision during IVN are now available (Table I). Clinical experience of the use of multi-element and multi-vitamin mixtures has demonstrated that correction or maintenance of normal blood levels can be achieved in most patients requiring IVN. Moreover, clinical deficiency states have not been observed in patients receiving such mixtures even over prolonged periods. Levels of provision for patients with abnormal requirements, for example severe hypercatabolism or renal failure, have not been considered in this review. Future work will require study of the requirements of such special groups of patients. Better markers of micronutrient status, especially of tissue function are necessary to permit more accurate definition of requirements in disease states and the most appropriate method of infusion of the micronutrients.
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